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"Regulation, I presume?", said the robot. 

Towards an Iterative Regulatory Process for Robot Governance 

 
Eduard Fosch-Villaronga and Michiel Heldeweg 

 

“The art of progress is to preserve order amid change,  

and to preserve change amid order” 

Alfred North Whitehead 

 

Abstract— This article envisions an iterative regulatory process for robot 

governance. In the article we argue that what lacks in robot governance is actually a 

backstep mechanism that can coordinate and align robot and regulatory developers. 

In order to solve that problem, we present a theoretical model that represents a step 

forward in the coordination and alignment of robot and regulatory development. Our 

work builds on previous literature, and explores modes of alignment and iteration 

towards greater closeness in the nexus between research and development (R&D) 

and regulatory appraisal and channeling of robotics’ development. To illustrate 

practical challenges and solutions, we explore different examples of (related) types 

of communication processes between robot developers and regulatory bodies. These 

examples help illuminate the lack of formalization of the policymaking process, and 

the loss of time and resources that the waste of knowledge generated for future robot 

governance instruments implies. We argue that initiatives that fail to formalize the 

communication process between different actors and that propose the mere creation 

of coordinating agencies risk being seriously ineffective. We propose an iterative 

regulatory process for robot governance, which combines the use of an ex ante robot 

impact assessment for legal/ethical appraisal, and evaluation settings as data 

generators, and an ex post legislative evaluation instrument that eases the revision, 

modification and update of the normative instrument. In all, the model breathes the 

concept of creating dynamic evidence-based policies that can serve as temporary 

benchmark for future and/or new uses or robot developments. Our contribution 

seeks to provide a thoughtful proposal that avoids the current mismatch between 

existing governmental approaches and what is needed for effective ethical/legal 
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oversight, in the hope that this will inform the policy debate and set the scene for 

further research. 

 

Keywords— Robot governance, combined top-down/bottom-up approach, data 

generator, robot impact assessment, evidence-based policy, iterative regulatory 

process.  

1. Introduction 

The rise of robotics 

 

Great expectations and major concerns accompany the development and possible uses of robotics in many 

areas of life and in many forms, including self-driving cars, drones and healthcare robots. Possible pros 

and cons require careful regulatory attention, both as regards technological aspects and with respect to 

societal/ethical appraisal (Civil Law Rules on Robotics 2017), especially when it comes to the transition 

from the in silico and in vitro phases, i.e. design and creation of the robot; to in vivo testing and the actual 

implementation/commercialization of the robot. The latter is especially relevant in respect of preserving 

constitutional rights and principles such as regarding life, safety, privacy, dignity and autonomy. An 

accepted interdisciplinary analysis and assessment of the impact of robotics’ technology on 

citizens/society is nonetheless lacking. 

 

Today, there is also an absence of specific robot regulation where clear procedures, boundaries and 

requirements are explained (Holder et al. 2016).1 The pacing problem (Marchant 2011), indecision in 

balancing innovation and the protection of fundamental rights, or uncertainty on whether current 

regulation suffices or, on the contrary, we should draft new regulations for robot technologies, pose 

regulatory dilemmas relating to robotics (Leenes et al. 2017; Civil Law Rules on Robotics 2017) that have 

not been solved by main public policymakers yet.2 In the meanwhile, the industry pushes for the 

development of ethical standards (IEEE SA 7000 Series; BS 8611:2016), thus reviving the discussion on 

the balance between legitimacy and effectiveness of techno-regulations, which only further aggravates this 

panorama. Under this uncertainty, neither the regulators nor the addressees know what needs to be done 

(Sabel et al. 2017), while the users’ rights might be at stake in any case. In all this state of affairs we argue 

that, as innovation happens between rather than within organisations, the much-desired innovative 

business ecosystems that build upon sharing knowledge towards innovation currently lack a crucial 

                                                        
1 Cfr.: https://cordis.europa.eu/result/rcn/161246_en.html  
2 Cfr. https://www.globalpolicywatch.com/2017/08/what-is-a-robot-under-eu-law/ 
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mechanism of matching emerging technology to regulation and vice versa (Sherwani and Tee 2018; Wulf 

and Butel 2017; Chew et al. 2015). 

 

Regulatory responsiveness 

Regulation does not move as quickly as innovation happens. This does not mean, however, that there is a 

complete miscommunication between legislative and (robotic) technology development. While legislation 

frames in general the rules of power and conduct of the society, i.e. establishing rights and obligations to 

the subjects within the system in a sort of horror vacui manner, it evolves as the society evolves. In turn, 

technology development represents the progress in science and technology, which in many ways 

challenges the boundaries of legislative application, most of the times by causing winds of change on 

interpretation and development of the law. As a general fact, technology evolves faster than the law. Thus, 

although both regulation and technology evolve, they do not always evolve at the same time nor in the 

same direction. And so it can happen that an emerging new technology finds itself, upon introduction 

lacking in legal and/or moral acceptance.3 This state of affairs brings uncertainties on both technological 

and regulatory development, as in the light of a new (robotic) technology it will be unsure what is the 

applicable framework to it (i.e. of existing Regulation to impact emerging Technology – R2T), while 

regulators struggle to sense what new technology warrants normative change (i.e. emerging Technology to 

impact existing Regulation – T2R). 

 

A review of the literature reveals the emergence of initiatives that promote reflection upon the 

consequences of the outcomes of a technological research and development (R&D), fostering the 

incorporation of such reflections into the research or the design process (DG For Research and Innovation 

Science in Society 2013; Friedman et al. 2013). Although these initiatives “use these considerations (...) as 

functional requirements for design and development of new research, products and services,” a process of 

how these considerations can be used to improve existing regulatory instruments, however, has yet to be 

reflected in the robot law literature. After the European Parliament (EP) having requested to the 

Commission (EC) to submit a proposal for a directive on civil law rules on robotics (Civil Law Rules on 

Robotics 2017), which has already raised many concerns,4 including from the CE itself,5 the time has 

come to consider which is the best way to address the regulatory problems and challenges associated with 

robot and artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. 

                                                        
3 As an example, this refers to the establishment of shared economy platforms, e.g. cloning. 
4 Some authors have openly opposed to the proposal of personality ascription to robot technology. Cfr. 
http://www.robotics-openletter.eu/ 
5 Cfr. https://www.globalpolicywatch.com/2017/08/what-is-a-robot-under-eu-law/ 
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Towards regulatory alignment 

We believe that what lacks in robot governance is actually a backstep mechanism that can coordinate and 

align robot and regulatory developers. Overlooked in the latest review of “the grand challenges of science 

robotics,” this challenge has already been raised in the literature, albeit only more recently (Yang et al. 

2018). Acknowledging the need for an “issue manager,” Marchant and Wallach (2015) propose the 

creation of “Governance Coordinating Committees (GCC)” for the governance of emerging technologies 

like AI (Wallach and Marchant 2018). Similar to the European Agency for Robotics and Artificial 

Intelligence proposed by the EP early in 2017 (Civil Law Rules on Robotics 2017), this agency would be 

responsible for the registration of smart robots, would establish a safety, security and ethics baseline for 

industries developing robots in the EU, would promote collaboration between EU industries and member 

states in order to ensure cross-border consistency, and would promote a responsible use and development 

of robot technology and would address related interdisciplinary challenges.  

 

Marchant and Wallach claim that GCCs are going to be a more agile governance process for emerging 

technologies oversight. The complexities of the structure of such proposal, which include the creation of 

technology review boards (TRB), a global GCC that could monitor individual GCCs (GGCCs), and the 

fact that these committees will have to be inserted in a complex institutional context, however, makes the 

whole idea fragile rather than agile. The authors also acknowledge the need for a combined top-

down/bottom-up governance, but the latter is not explained. A bottom-up approach would usually refer to 

the policy change process where: 1) some data on how a law has been implemented or how risks have 

been mitigated in a particular case/impact/context (maybe via impact assessments, (Fosch-Villaronga 

2015) has been generated, and 2) has been somehow incorporated into the legislative framework. A top-

down mode of regulatory governance assesses the pros and cons of an emerging (robot) technology upon 

an abstract analysis of existing legislations, and disregarding casuistry as it may fragment the problem and 

overlook other legal issues or commonalities with other disciplines (Jonsen and Toulmin 1988; ELS Issues 

in robotics 2012). A top-down approach, thus, merely assesses the need for regulation and regulatory 

choice upon an abstract analysis of pros & cons of an emerging technology (application) towards 

deductive use in respect of that technology (application). 

 

Our work builds on this previous literature, and explores modes of alignment and iteration towards greater 

closeness in the nexus between R&D and regulatory appraisal and channelling. In concrete, we envision 

an iterative regulatory process for robot governance, a theoretical model that represents a practical step 
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forward in the coordination and alignment of robot and regulatory development.6 To illustrate practical 

challenges and solutions, we explore different examples of (related) types of communication processes 

between robot developers and regulatory bodies. These examples help illuminate the lack of formalization 

of the policymaking process, and the loss of time and resources if the knowledge generated from 

accountability purposes is not used for future robot governance instruments. We argue that initiatives that 

fail to formalize the communication process between different actors and that propose the mere creation of 

coordinating agencies risk being ineffective. 

 

This article is about our proposition of an iterative regulatory process for robot governance. The envisaged 

process combines the use of an ex ante robot impact assessment for legal/ethical appraisal (R2T), and 

evaluation settings as data generators. It also includes an ex post legislative evaluation instrument that 

eases the revision, modification and update of the normative instrument (T2R). In all, the model breathes 

the concept of creating dynamic evidence-based policies that can serve as temporary benchmark for future 

and/or new uses or robot developments.  

 

Our contribution seeks to provide a thoughtful proposal that avoids the current mismatch between existing 

governmental approaches and what is needed for effective ethical/legal oversight (Marchant and Wallach 

2017), in the hope that this will inform the policy debate and set the scene for further research. In section 

2. we will address the current lack of ‘bottom-up’ regulatory approach to robot development and use. 

Next, in section 3., we explain the basic parallel dynamic of robotics technology and regulatory 

development. On this basis, section 4. is dedicated to present our ‘model’ of iterated and preferably 

coordinated robot and regulatory development. In section 5. we focus our discussion on experimentation, 

as a major element of handling both technological and regulatory uncertainty. We conclude in section 6. 

Each section includes a ‘key messages’ subsection to identify what are the ideas to take home.  

 

Key messages 

• It is not clear whether robot and AI technologies deserve a lex specialis 

• A backstep mechanism of matching emerging technology to regulation and vice versa is currently 

lacking 

• A hybrid top-down/bottom-up approach to matching needs to be explained 

• A proposal is offered for an iterative regulatory process for robot governance 

                                                        
6 While we believe the analysis serves legal systems in general, we acknowledge that the orientation in our article is 
more on legislative interventions and less on case law. 
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2. Missing the ‘bottom-up’ in regulatory approaches 

Top-down regulation 

Several European projects have addressed the ethical, legal and societal issues (ELSI) of robotics in the 

past (Robolaw 2014; RockEU 2016). Although the projects considered the production of policy 

recommendations, after all, the ELSI part remained short (two pages in the case of RockEU) and generic. 

Indeed, the projects failed at acknowledging and recognizing the great variety of robot embodiments and 

applications and the multiple contexts where these may be deployed, which made the assessment of the 

technology superficial and abstract. This is because the analysis was made top-down. The use of top-down 

approaches is common in juridical analysis, and has been used to address legal and ethical aspects for 

robot technologies in the past (Leroux 2012). Without explaining what ‘top-down’ approach is, the 

authors of the euRobotics project maintained that the bottom-up approach is time demanding, risks some 

legal issues being overlooked and fragments the problem, which in turn may lead to missed 

commonalities with other technological disciplines. 

In contrast, concrete cases may nonetheless offer a bottom-up realistic idea of how technology actually 

works, and what are the problems associated with it. Focusing on specific problem settings facilitates the 

identification of the legislations involved in a particular risk scenario; only by analysing concrete cases 

one can truly know what are the similarities and dissimilarities between the devices (Fosch-Villaronga 

2017). Moreover, the protection of the real users should not be at stake at the expense of time constraints. 

Producing recommendations and guidelines without field-study may well result in a future 

miscommunication between concerned stakeholders. An abstract perspective of the legal issues can satisfy 

policymakers needs, but it can also lead to lose concreteness of the framework (useful to creators) and 

thus cause a considerable use of interpretation and analogies (which roboticists are not used to). 

Moreover, a drone and a care robot might differ on their capabilities to fly, but they might challenge 

privacy in a very similar way – abstract distinctions may lead to overregulating practice. Last but not 

least, complex systems may require complex analysis. The analysis of particular cases is time consuming, 

but disregarding their analysis for this reason might be contrary to current European trends. The use of 

(EU) impact assessments for privacy and surveillance matters are time-consuming but they will offer a 

realistic view of what are the risks associated with particular technologies and how companies did 

mitigate the particular risks for these technologies. And it is the technology developers who will carry that 

task, not the policymakers. 
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The top-down approach presupposes the existence of a regulation that can, one way or another, be applied 

to the particular case. Current robot regulations, however, focus on (physical) safety matters, basically on 

diminishing the human-robot interaction to avoid unfortunate scenarios (Directive 2006/42/EC; Fosch-

Villaronga and Virk 2016), and so do not deductively provide answers to service robots or artificial 

intelligence. Indeed, a recent open consultation launched by the EC acknowledged that current European 

Harmonized Standards do not cover areas such as automated vehicles or machines, additive 

manufacturing, collaborative robots/systems, or robots outside the industrial environment among others 

(Spiliopoulou-Kaparia 2017). That is why the machinery directive is likely to be revised, to further 

consider its suitability for new areas of development in machinery, e.g. robots and digitization (Simmonds 

et al. 2017).  

Taking a combined top-down/bottom-up approach 

Our project takes the lead in this challenge and ideates an alignment model between legal-ethical 

appraisals of robots channeling the development of robots policy from a bottom-up perspective towards a 

combined top-down/bottom-up approach. This project is one step back in the robot regulatory 

development: it gives a practical way to organize the juridical and the technical knowledge to better 

understand the need to regulate or not regulate robot technology. At the same time, this process can push 

policymakers (of any kind) to provide guidance documents that can explain unclear concepts or uncertain 

applicability domains. This can definitely inform future regulatory developments on the use of robot 

technology either at the European, National, Regional or Municipal level. 

To our understanding, robot developers should be able to go forward under a (substantively but also 

procedurally) precautionary and diligent normative methodology, to provide not only relevant 

experimental feedbacks, reducing risk and supporting acceptance, but also to provide (some) protection 

against future sanctions and, if applicable, claims for compensation. This could keep developers away 

from the temptation of a harsh “try first and ask for forgiveness later” approach, because it would imply 

the identification of the main normative aspects (i.e. basic rules and principles) that should be taken into 

consideration, as well as the formulation and implementation of a code for responsible experimentation to 

provide proof of due diligence. As such it would amount to a kind of impact assessment, an accountability 

tool that could be used later on as a guideline for future, similar projects. At the same time, developers 

should be able to acquire permission to conduct such experiments, e.g. an experimentation license that 

could be integrated into a wider category of experiments to avoid multiple separate licenses to each 

experiment. This would entail a voluntary and ex ante identification of the main normative aspects (basic 

rules and principles) to take into consideration in general in robotic technology development; the 
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formulation of a code for responsible (robot) experimentation; and the creation of a clear procedure to ask 

for the permission (and further use) of the (robot) technology as other countries have (Weng et al. 2015). 

Key messages 

• Bottom-up approaches in law and tech should not be disregarded for being time demanding 

• Top-down approaches presuppose the existence of an applicable legislation, but new cases might 

challenge such applicability 

• Hybrid approaches need the formalization of the top-down and the bottom-up parts of the process  

• This article describes a backstep process for robot and regulation alignment 

3. Regulatory and robot development 

From concept to artefact 

Simply put, technological development commences with a concept or design of the desired type of 

innovative technological artefact (e.g. type of robot) of which the making is considered, but of which the 

desired functionality or impact comes with uncertainties: will it work / how it will work? Acknowledging 

the insufficiency of the current regulatory framework for robot technology (European Commission 2017) 

regulation may gradually be reconsidered, and eventually replaced by new emerging regulatory artefacts, 

such as certification or liability regimes, that will inevitable start with a concept and design, the impacts of 

which will certainly come also with many uncertainties. As a first step towards creation, both designs may 

be put to the test, in a more or less experimental way, by prototype variances in (technological or 

regulatory) functionalities and context, to allow comparison and decide on definitive form and function of 

the new artefact. Finally, the robot or regulatory artefact is being made in accordance with the design, and 

established (as law) or introduced (as robotic use).  

 

As seen in the next figure (no. 1), there is conceptualization, ending in a design (combining basic form & 

function); experimenting & testing (temporary and in a more or less confined setting) and implementation 

followed by use (of technology) and enforcement (of regulation) in the perspectives of both regulatory and 

robot development:  
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Table 1 Regulatory and robot development 

 

Legal design 

The perspective of regulatory development represents normative statements about opportunities and 

constraints regarding activities (and their outcomes) of (legal) persons. They concern the liberty of such 

persons meaning to maintain or change existing factual states of affairs, or their ability to maintain or 

change existing normative states of affairs.  

 

Amongst the first category, of liberty, there may be social (including ethical), policy and legal norms; our 

focus lies with the legal norms. These legal norms may build upon social and policy norms, and may 

include references to these, but their form comes with a prescriptive element of systemic obligation, 

within a given legal order, and usually in correlation with certain rights. Basically legal liberty space 

follows from the applicability of normative stances (i.e. prohibition, command, permission and 

dispensation). These follow from rules of conduct, such as to allow or prohibit certain robot experiments, 

and translate into legal relations concerning claims versus duties, such as about the liability for when a 

new robot causes damage, and privileges versus no-claims, such as regarding allowance to undertake 

robot experiments. In turn these relations yield (rights-) bearer-permissive and counterparty-obligative 

definitions of legal liberty space (Lindahl 1977). 

 

The second category, of ability, is relevant to the making, changing and termination of rules concerning 

liberty. When we focus on legal liberties, we need to also focus on legal abilities. Such abilities concern 

the legal power to perform valid legal acts, which have a legal effect either by establishing a rule of power 

by which others can (within their legal ability space) perform legal acts, or by establishing a rule of 

conduct whereby a legal liberty space is defined as described in the above. Basically legal ability space 

follows from the applicability of a normative power stance (i.e. who can legally perform a legal act under 

which conditions?), following a rule of power. The performance of such a legal act translates into legal 
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relations, concerning power versus liability and immunity versus no-power, which in turn yield (rights-

)bearer-ability and counterparty-disability definitions of legal ability space (Lindahl 1977). 

 

While bearing these analytical concepts in mind, in our Regulation-to-Technology (R2T) analysis we look 

at how the development of emerging robot technologies fits with, or is impacted by existing ‘positive 

law’. Such positive law encompasses (all) robotics relevant written and unwritten law, ranging from 

constitutional and legislative acts, via customary law and legal principles, through to precedent in case law 

– underpinned by validating sources of law of and existing within a given legal order. From such 

(objective) positive law rules, that prescribe the abovementioned normative positions (e.g. a prohibition of 

drone-robot experimentation) we can, deduce the abovementioned (subjective) positive rights (e.g. the 

privilege of person X to perform a robotics experiment), following upon fulfilment of legal conditions 

regarding the applicability of objective law (e.g. criteria for experimental licensing on testing new robot 

applications), thus creating legal relations between two or more particular (legal) persons (e.g. the 

regulator and the experimenter, as well as the experimenter and the ‘guinea pigs’). These rights stand 

separate, as individualized legal effect of the use of legal instruments. As implied, not only does the box 

hold existing law in terms of rules of conduct as they read today, but also rules of power as they read 

today, but with the capacity of facilitating change in the law (Hart 2012). This brings us to our 

Technology-to-Regulation (T2R) analysis, as there we look at how emerging technologies may lead to a 

change in regulation, upon powers to make such changes. And if well-considered, to steps of first a 

concept of goals, strategy and boundaries, next a draft proposal and perhaps temporary experimental 

legislation (more on which in section 5), and finally permanent legislation, to be followed by 

enforcement.7 

 

Technology design 

The perspective of robot technology development represents the progress of science. When uncertainty 

exists as regards whether the functionality will work and if so how, with a variance in options that may be 

compared, experimentation may bring more clarity. Technological experimentation takes place in the 

course of developing a new type of robot or a new robot use (as a new technological functionality) at any 

of its phases – see figure 2 below.  

 

                                                        
7 Not mere ‘use’, as with technology, because the use is prescribed with obligation. 
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Figure 1 Extracted from Jespersen (2008) 

While at the beginning the experimentation might be explorative, at a more mature stage of the project 

(prototype stage on) a more experimental approach might be adequate (Hart 2012). Simulators may be 

useful at the idea/concept stage, as the flexibility and the easiness of the environment can be a good tool to 

illustrate the robot, the behaviour and also its parts. When a physical prototype is created, this should be 

tested in a physical environment to highlight what other issues arise, if it stands or actually performs the 

assigned task. After successful tests, the robot may be placed in a living lab where a final stage assessment 

before market entrance is provided.  

 

Both regulation/legislation-in-progress and technology-in-progress ideally pass smoothly from one to the 

next until final stages, but reality teaches that progress is often an iterative process. As this is indifferent to 

the abstract model presented here, we will largely ignore this fact of life. 

 

Key messages 

• Both technology and regulation are in continuous development 

• Development of emerging robot technologies may fit with, or may be impacted by existing 

positive law as available or constraining legal space (as will show in an R2T analysis) 

• Emerging technologies may lead to a change in regulation, but not always (as following a T2R 

analysis) 

 

4. Iterative regulatory process for robot technology development and use  
 

The mere evolution of both regulatory and robot development does not assure harmony in respect of the 

legal boundaries to be respected by roboticists, or to the concrete issues to be addressed by regulatory 
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bodies. As we mentioned, a backstep mechanism that can coordinate and align robot and regulatory 

developers is currently lacking. In this article we do not focus on the creation of a European Agency for 

Robots and Artificial Intelligence that could coordinate the interactions and synergies between robot 

developers and regulatory strategies (Wallach and Marchant 2018; Civil Law Rules on Robotics 2017). 

 

Instead, we will draw a sketch of a future regulatory governance model of the robot technology innovation 

ecosystem and what it could look like substantively. This model builds upon a socio-technical process that 

commences with technological advancement, from the first idea to create a type of robot, through the 

legal/ethical assessment of its characteristics, to a go/no go decision. From that latter point, the process 

moves to considerations and steps concerning the possibility of modifying existing regulations given the 

former assessment and subsequent decisions, to perhaps change the available liberty space, upon 

considering regulatory impacts upon future developments in robot technology – all of which together 

makes for an iterative regulatory governance process.  

 

This process is guided by two particular questions, one concerning the ‘Regulation-to-Technology’ (ex 

ante, R2T) process, which is about a new technology development being held against existing normative 

constraints and opportunities, based upon a robot impact assessment (ROBIA). In the R2T phase, 

regulation is ‘speaking’ to technology developers & users, with a prescriptive message about the liberty 

space to proceed with the technological creation. The other question concerns the ‘Technology-to-

Regulation’ (ex post, T2R) process, which is about regulatory development given available ability space to 

introduce, change and end regulation in the face of capacities, capabilities, embodiments and contexts of 

insertion following the robot development, based upon a regulatory impact assessment (REGIA). In this 

T2R phase, technology is ‘speaking’, with a descriptive message, to regulators about factual constraints 

and possibilities, to which regulation may ‘respond’ prescriptively. In the next two subsections (4.1 and 

4.2) we will consecutively look deeper into the R2T and the T2R perspective. In subsection 4.3 we offer 

some specifications that further clarify how the T2R perspective builds upon and impacts the R2T 

perspective. 

 

Figure 3 provides an overview of consecutive R2T and T2R phases, involving, respectively, the 

abovementioned ROBIA and REGIA impact assessments. The overview is a graphic representation of the 

iterative regulatory governance process, as discussed mainly in section 4 and, as regards experimentation, 

in section 5. 
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Figure 2 Preliminary iterative process for robot governance8 

                                                        
8 As regards the meaning of arrows: #1. signifies that upon the initiative to develop a new robot (use) the ROBIA 
process commences; #2 and #2a are about information about existing law/legal space being fed into the ROBIA fit to 
regulation process; #3 outcomes of ROBIA are reported to initiators to decide if and if so, how the development 
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This story is explained in terms of two particular questions, one concerning the ‘Regulation-to-

Technology’ (R2T) process, which is about a new technology development being held against existing 

normative constraints and opportunities.  

4.1 Ex ante Regulation to Technology (R2T) 

 

The leading question in the R2T process reads: what legal opportunities or constraints exist for 

undertaking the development of a new type of robot or new type of robot use?  

 

On the basis of at least a basic design idea about the new robot (use), an assessment is made of its factual 

impacts, which may be held against existing regulation to ascertain if this new robot (use) remains within 

the existing legal liberty space. When there are no limitations, the developer can push ahead according to 

the original plan. In as much as there are prohibitive legal limitations the developer can basically follow 

one of four strategies:  

 

a. abort the development as regulatory restrictions are prohibitive and definite (perhaps also in as 

much they reflect lack of any chance at a future social license and hence lack of any commercial 

prospect);  

b. adjust his/her plans to these limitations so the new robot (use) will be compliant with existing law;  

c. go ahead with the existing design but meanwhile lobby/negotiate with the regulator(s) about 

possibilities for changing the law (T2R - perhaps initially on an experimental basis), so that the 

new robot (use) can be lawfully developed according to the intended design and in accordance 

with new regulation; 

                                                                                                                                                                                    
process can be continued; #4 and #5 concern reporting the decision and making information available to the SDR 
system; #6 is about how (changes in) information in SDR are a source of information to the ROBIA process – as 
shared learning; #7 is about information about existing law with relevance to robotics is also part of the shared date 
in SDR (#2 is about specific legal information to a specific ROBIA procedure; #7 about the general updating of legal 
info in SDR); #8 expresses that upon R2T events a process about possible legal adjustments is started; #9 and #10 
when it is decided (ex officio/ad petitionem) that some legal change may be called for, a (basic) proposal is 
formulated whereupon the REGIA procedure is initiated; #11 and #12 show that outcomes of the REGIA procedure 
are reported back and feed into the decision on legal change; #13 Information in the report is also fed into SDR to 
update regulatory information; #14 REGIA report can feed ROBIA without passing via the Existing law> box, as the 
REGIA report will say something about pros and cons of possible legal change, but should that change follow, then 
this will communicate via the  <New law> box; #15 signifies adjustments in the law; #16 expresses that new law 
changes and becomes part of existing law. 
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d. go ahead with the existing design and not engage in lobbying/negotiations, thus taking a risk at 

non-compliance, perhaps already while testing/experimenting, but certainly when the new robot 

(use) is implemented – the ‘try first and ask for forgiveness later’ approach. 

 

All of these strategies are relevant to our analysis. All depend on getting a useful answer on the R2T 

‘Design-to-Impact-to-Regulation’ analysis. Ideally the design and the impacts and the regulations are clear 

enough to have the analysis yield an unequivocal answer on the available liberty space. The alternative, 

one or more impacts and/or regulations are not clear and/or some legal boundaries are indeterminable9 or 

open to interpretation, also lead to choices – whether in the concept, experimental or implementation 

phase. The developer will then have to weigh his options again, as a ‘second design-to-impact-to-

regulation loop’, in keeping with the above strategies a-d: a. cancel the project, b. make adjustments 

enhancing the chance of compliance; c. lobbying/negotiating for change or clarification; d. go ahead and 

‘face the music.’  

 

To make such choices makes sense only upon a comprehensive assessment of factual attributes of the 

robot and of relevant legislation. As regards the latter, in the case of robot technology, such legislation 

could be the directive 2001/95/EC on general product safety, the directive 85/374/EEC on liability for 

defective products, the very recent regulation 2017/745 on medical devices, the low voltage directive 

2014/35/EU, the 2014/30/EU electromagnetic compatibility directive or the 2014/53/EU on radio 

equipment or the regulation 679/2016 on data protection. Instead of developing one assessment for every 

impact a particular robot technology may pose (imagine, a data protection impact assessment, a 

surveillance impact assessment, an environmental impact assessment, etc.), a technology-specific multi-

impact assessment could help collect all the information concerning impacts and mitigations in a single 

document. In our specific case, this multifaceted assessment is called ‘robot impact assessment’ and it is 

based on the methodology developed for care robots in 2015 (Fosch-Villaronga 2015).  

The use and development of robot technology comes with various real world factual impacts, potentially 

raising various issues in the ethical, legal and societal (including psychological) domains – also referred to 

as ELS. Typically, these issues will relate to object characteristics (i.e. the basic appearance/embodiment, 

type of system and performative capacities of the robot), in conjunction with contextual and purposive 

factors (such as the context of use, the deployment or technological setting, and application to, inter alia, 

industry/manufacturing, safety, security, transport, care, and entertainment), in as much as relevant to 

                                                        
9 Keep in mind that absence of specific rules, boundaries being ‘undetermined’, is usually understood as implicit 
permission, but will often lead to questions and uncertainties about the fit with more general rules or rules 
concerning other but perhaps comparable technical applications/artefacts.  
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legal, ethical and societal standards and concerns. The robot impact assessment methodology should 

identify and address these issues, either manually or automatically. A team within the robot developers 

could develop the assessment manually at different stances of the robot development process: during the 

idea/concept in a simulator (Soltana 2016), after the prototype in a test bed10 or living lab (Ballon and 

Schuurman 2016), or after the launching in a real environment. These settings could be instrumental to the 

integration of R&D, either as vertical tools for promoting user-driven R&D in a given sector, as 

orchestration of bottom-up agents between the public-private-people-partnership stakeholders, or as a 

territorial innovation model that includes guidelines for a proactive behaviour of the public administration 

(García-Robles et al. 2015). The latter refers to the possibility of the use of available technologies to 

conduct such assessments, such as the tool developed by CNIL for the data protection impact 

assessment,11 or to the ‘Regulatory Robot’ a tool that, although not specific for robot technology, helps 

producers comply with various legislations within the United States.12 This assessment could generate 

valuable data that could be used for evidence-based policymaking.   

 

For now we do not elaborate on strategies a. (i.e. cancel project) and b. (i.e. adjust the robot to legal 

requirements). As regards strategy c. (i.e. go-ahead & lobby; whether initially pursued or in response to 

lack of clarity) we should add that it relates particularly to the process that, despite willingness, the robot 

developer finds it difficult or impossible to comply with existing regulation, but is convinced that the 

concept makes good sense, also in ELS terms. An example of this is the case of the creation of a door-to-

door garbage collector Dustbot in 2010 (Salvini et al. 2010). Dustbot was envisioned to work in the streets 

of Peccioli, Italy. After a thorough analysis of the civil, criminal, road traffic and administrative law, the 

researchers realised that Dustbot was not a vehicle, an animal or an atypical vehicle and, consequently, it 

was not clear which requirements they should exactly follow to proceed with their project. The 

municipality of Peccioli allowed the testing site under certain conditions (Ferri et al. 2011). The testing 

site included three non-pedestrian-area streets and a square, and incorporated a yellow-drawn lane to 

indicate the robot path although this was autonomous. This was done to avoid traffic collision. In order to 

avoid traffic jams, the robot was obliged to stop three times during its path to allow traffic decongestion. 

Furthermore, ad hoc traffic signs were created and placed along the robot lane to inform citizens about the 

                                                        
10 The European Robotics League from euRobotics has currently six certified test beds to test robot tasks and 
functionality benchmarks. Although based on a competition, these could be the testing zones the European 
Parliament refers on its latest resolution. Cfr.: https://www.eu-robotics.net/robotics_league/erl-service/certified-test-
beds/index.html 
11 Cfr. https://www.cnil.fr/en/open-source-pia-software-helps-carry-out-data-protection-impact-assesment 
12 Consumer Safety Product Commission of the United States, cfr. https://www.cpsc.gov/Business--
Manufacturing/Regulatory-Robot/Safer-Products-Start-Here 
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robot activities – for safety reasons but also for data protection, as there were external cameras collecting 

the movement of the robot. 

 

The process of how the researchers got the permission might be documented (or not) but it is not online. 

Nor did the researchers provide an insight into how future robot deployments in the same or in another 

scale (context-/purpose-wise or robot type) could follow their example, as a lessons learned format (Barco 

and Fosch-Villaronga 2017). Still, this example illuminates strategy c., when the robot developer is 

interested in establishing some sort of communication with the regulatory body to clarify how to proceed 

with the compliance process or, eventually, to see the law modified in order to respond more favourably to 

actual needs. This will be complemented as part of the Regulation-to-Technology strategy, discussed in 

the below.  

 

The strategy under d. (i.e. go-ahead and ignore limitations; again whether initially pursued or in response 

to lack of clarity) is also quite relevant to our analysis. Particularly so, because aside from a raw, 

‘negligent stance’, a developer could take a ‘responsible stance’, whereby s/he self-regulates her/his 

behaviour in such a way as to come as close as possible to the core values behind the existing rules, taking 

these as expressions of underlying principles and basic legal interests. This could be done in an interactive 

way, in dialogue with relevant stakeholders, perhaps even co-regulating, which brings this strategy closer 

to strategy c. Such a course of action may at the very least be relevant to avoid more than necessary harm 

or damage and enhance the chance at ‘forgiveness’ and perhaps even of reinterpretation of existing law. It 

may even trigger ex officio changes in law, other than by negotiation, as in c. – so, clearly strategies can be 

mixed. Examples of these strategies would be the development of private standards that govern the use 

and development of robot technology, which can range from pure safety-centered standards (ISO 

13482:2014 Safety Requirements for Personal Care Robots) or ethical standards that set what ethical 

requirements need to be considered in the design of robot technology (BS 8611:2016 Guide to the ethical 

design and application of robots and robotic systems, IEEE SA 7000 series concerning the ethics of 

autonomous and intelligent systems).  

 

Strategies c. and d. are also most relevant when getting a useful answer on the Design-to-Impact-to-

Regulation analysis, is asking too much – at least within a reasonable time-frame or with proper authority. 

Strategy c. would amount to lobbying or negotiating about better regulation, so as to get greater clarity, 

preferably with a permissive scope. Still, lack of clarity may enhance legal risk-taking, in accordance with 

strategy d. There is, after all, the chance that once clarity is ensured, there seem to be no relevant 
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constraints, and furthermore, even if there are constraints, the lack of clarity may provide a legal defence 

against claims – either on the lex certa principle or, when applied as explained in the above, on the basis 

of a ‘responsible stance’ Note that if no limits exist, strategy c. may still be relevant to ensure explicit 

liberty space, instead of mere silence by lack of constraints; constraints may still rise once a new robot 

(use) is introduced, and negotiations may help to ex ante avoid this. Further, a permissive regulation may 

help to assure, not only (lasting) tolerance (with the regulator and third parties), but may also function as a 

basis for assuring third party assistance. Finally, as said in the above, in case of uncertainty strategy b. 

could be applied by making the technical adjustments that create a broader safety margin to avoid harm 

and litigation. 

 

Key messages (4.1 - R2T) 

• The R2T process asks what legal opportunities or constraints exist for undertaking the 

development of a new type of robot or new type of robot use 

• Upon constraints in legal liberty space to robot development, a choice is made between four basic 

courses of action: abort development; adjust plans; go-ahead and lobby for legal change; try first 

and ask for forgiveness later 

• Instead of separate assessments for every impact a particular robot technology may pose (e.g. data 

protection, surveillance, environmental), all the information concerning impacts and mitigations is 

collected in a single document (ROBIA). 

• ROBIA concerns ethical, legal and societal consequences, instrumental to R&D in different 

stages: idea/concept/design, prototyping and testing/experimenting, post-launch 

4.2 Ex post Technology to Regulation (T2R) 

The next question concerns the Technology-to-Regulation process, which is about technology 

development (while considering, inter alia, regulation/regulatory development), mainly, what 

technological developments warrant regulatory response and which response is needed or desirable?  

 

On the basis of at least elementary understanding of technological innovation, regulators could decide to 

act either to promote new opportunities or to constrain new threats – and it is not unlikely that both are on 

the table at the same time, possibly causing the need for trade-offs. The key questions are what possible 

new basic design ideas about new robot developments and/or uses exist, and if there is some assessment 

on impacts thereof, so that this can be examined against existing regulation to ascertain if this new robot 

development and/or use is feasible within the existing legal liberty space following from this regulation. 
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Aside from existing regulation being in tune with the regulators concerns, it could, broadly speaking, be 

either too constraining vis-à-vis opportunities, or too relaxed vis-a-vis threats.  

 

The process leading-up to a possible introduction of new, or a change or termination of existing regulation 

may take shape as various policies ex post to R2T events: 

 

e. ex officio policy concerns over and action towards changing the law to allow greater legal liberty 

‘pro innovatio’ (in response to R2T strategy a. or b.). When a regulator witnesses that developers 

and users (structurally) refraining from societally desirable innovations, including those that bring 

no harm and offer business opportunities, without any strategy c. appeal on regulators, the latter 

could nonetheless of its own accord, perhaps upon media attention or parliamentary debate, 

consider regulatory relaxation. 

f. ad petitionem, policy discussion with and in response to developers and/or others about the 

possibility of legislative relaxation ‘pro innovatio’ (in response to R2T strategy c.). This would be 

the desired outcome of strategy c. and is of course why so much lobbying is taking place as a 

proactive strategy towards legal reform (Siedel and Haapio 2011). 

g. ex officio policy concerns over and regulatory action towards improved regulatory clarity and/or 

enforcement incentives. This policy is particularly relevant when a regulator becomes aware of 

instances of R2T strategy d. (‘Try first…’), if this does indeed lead to unlawful practices or 

practices where lawfulness is questionable, then as a matter of enforcement an ex officio response 

may be in place. In this policy, however, the regulator moves beyond factually being more 

coercive, as by increasing inspections and showing less leniency. While substantively leaving 

legal liberty space unchanged, the regulator actually reconsiders if the legislative and regulatory 

arrangements, such as of stricter/more effective enforcement/sanctioning. Should ‘Try first’ 

strategic behaviour be triggered by legislative lack of clarity and/or by (understandable fear of) 

regulatory hassle and administrative burden in determining how the law reads and/or to acquire 

permissions (Renda 2017), then legislative improvement and/or improved explanations and 

guidelines for use are possible solutions that the regulator can indeed provide of his own accord. 

This policy leads to outcomes close to those of policy e., but differing in that the basic stance is 

not to increase liberty space but to uphold its boundaries and/or improve the opportunities that this 

space already allows for.  

h. ex officio or ad petitionem policy concerns over some robot development being inadvertently 

legally allowed and action towards decreasing legal liberty ‘contra innovatio’ – in ex officio 
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response to a lack of social/societal acceptance while the law is permissive, or ad petitionem, in 

response to requests for taking counter permissive action). Regulatory practice may present 

situations where a legal licence is obtained, either expressly or due to legal silence (i.e. absence of 

prohibitive legal provisions), but not a social licence (Gunningham et al. 2004), due to 

social/moral resistance. The latter may trigger regulators to reconsider the existing available 

liberty space, to perhaps set tighter boundaries/ 

 

Europe is not very keen on establishing pro innovatio rules for technologies not fully deployed (Pillath 

2016). Having said that, there are several examples of the above-mentioned strategies, in Europe and in 

other countries. These include legislation for autonomous cars (the Japanese draft legislation on self-

driving cars,13 autonomous cars’ legislation in the United States14 or in Germany15), delivery robots (in 

Virginia (Regan 2017) but also in Estonia16), or drones (in Europe17). In February 2017, the European 

Parliament released a Resolution on Civil Law Rules on Robotics 2015/2103(INL) to improve regulatory 

clarity/certainty. The resolution included general remarks on legal issues such as liability, insurance, 

intellectual property, safety and privacy; different types of robot applications such as care robots, medical 

robots, drones, and autonomous cars; and it also covered different contexts of use and social aspects, for 

instance unemployment, environment, education, social division, and discrimination. And although the 

European Commission agrees that ‘legal uncertainty may affect negatively the development and uptake of 

robots and data-driven products and services,’ it is not clear whether a new instrument will be proposed or 

not. 

 

A simple, if not naïve, understanding is that developments at both ends, R2T and T2R, operate 

simultaneously, in a cycle where information on conceptual stages is exchanged (in terms of ‘desired 

states of the world’, following technological and regulatory interventions (through development and use), 

followed by simultaneous experimentations (while exchanging experimentally acquired information R2T 

and T2R), followed by a final state of harmony (by uni- or bilateral accommodation) between regulation 

                                                        
13 Japan Drafts Rules for Autonomous Vehicles 2017, cfr. www.japantimes.co.jp/news/2017/04/13/national/npa-
drafts-rules-testing-driverless-cars-public-roads/#.WeHfMmJSxhA 
14 The National Conference of State Legislatures (NCSL) database contains all the enacted legislation concerning 
autonomous vehicles in the United States, cfr.: www.ncsl.org/research/transportation/autonomous-vehicles-self-
driving-vehicles-enacted-legislation.aspx 
15 German recent law on self-driving vehicles (cfr.: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-autos-self-
driving/germany-adopts-self-driving-vehicles-law-idUSKBN1881HY) 
16 Cfr.: https://www.engadget.com/2017/06/15/estonia-welcomes-delivery-robots-to-sidewalks/ 
17 The European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) adopted a regulation that, although still being a prototype, aims at 
regulating UAS in an operation-centric, progressive and risk-/performance-based manner, cfr.: 
www.easa.europa.eu/system/files/dfu/UAS%20Prototype%20Regulation%20final.pdf 
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and technology when they finally match in a reciprocally stabile state. An example could be the self-

driving car legislation, where it is established that the law will be revised in two years’ time in the light of 

technological developments and the data collected during the rides of these cars.18  

 

In practice a coordinated relation between developments in technology and in regulation is a less 

organized process. This may result in disconnections between technology and regulation, when new 

technological concepts are pursued but either experimentation with designs and/or implementation and use 

are frustrated as they bounce-off against what is legally allowed.  

 

Key messages (4.2 - T2R) 

• The R2T process asks what technological developments warrant regulatory response and which 

response is needed or desirable 

• Regulatory innovation may take shape as various policies ex post to R2T events through: ex 

officio enhancement of liberty space pro-innovatio; the same ad petitionem; ex officio 

clarification and/or improved enforcement; narrowing liberty space contra-innovatio 

• Disconnections may exist between the T2R and R2T process; whereby exploration of new robot 

technology bounces off against outdated constraining rules. 

4.3 Specifying T2R aspects in an iterative relation with R2T 

The discussion of strategies a-d and policies e-h make it clear how there is, or could be, an iterative 

mechanism at play in our regulatory governance model for the robot innovation ecosystem. A few points 

should be briefly elaborated upon. Firstly, the functionality of shared data repositories to exchange 

information R2T-T2R. Secondly, some key substantive choices in the T2R process, structuring T2R 

regulatory response upon R2T events. 

 

Shared data repositories 

We support the idea to use accountability tools as data generators for policy purposes. Impact assessments 

in the legal domain are currently seen merely as an R2T accountability tool, i.e. a way to show that (in this 

case) a roboticist is compliant with the legal framework.19 This means that simply the fulfilment of the 

accountability requirement (through impact assessment) does not feedback the legal system per se and, 

                                                        
18 German recent law on self-driving vehicles, cfr.: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-germany-autos-self-
driving/germany-adopts-self-driving-vehicles-law-idUSKBN1881HY) 
19 Article 29 Working Party Opinion 3/2010 on the principle of accountability available at: 
ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/wpdocs/2010/wp173_en.pdf 
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therefore, the law is not (easily) updated T2R with the new advancements in technology – it is currently a 

separate, mere R2T-instrument. We propose the creation of Shared Data Repositories (SDRs) connected to 

policymaking in order to gather data concerning the compliance with the law of a certain project, robot 

use or development (Fosch-Villaronga and Golia 2018). These SDRs could take the form of a simple 

database of R2T robot impact assessments, and related robot legislation/regulation collected over time and 

across many-many projects of robot development and use, including experimental undertakings. Thereby 

such an SDR can provide a backbone to subsequent individual R2T robot impact assessments (ROBIA), 

and to T2R regulatory impact assessments (REGIA) – a regulatory governance core data-backbone of the 

robot innovation ecosystem. Should it be used to also include ethical committee decisions upon approval 

requests, such as to experiment, then the SDR could also come to use to inform both robot and regulatory 

assessments with respect to private and public guidelines, and their evolution over time, which could be 

very useful to harmonize the decisions of the now standalone legal authorities and ethical committees, 

while also providing a common safe baseline to which all researchers within the ecosystem should adhere. 

 

This is an evidence-based mechanism of data collection for regulatory purposes that could, in a bottom-up 

approach, give reasons to the existence or not of any regulatory strategy, and could be a crucial 

mechanism to match emerging (in this case robot) technologies to regulation and vice versa, which 

currently lacks (Wulf and Butel 2017). A similar approach was developed by Weng et al. (2015) who 

described how policies governing the use and development of robot technologies could benefit from 

testing zones, also called ‘Tokku.’ In the case of Dustbot, the mechanism would refer to the collection of 

how the project was carried out (asking for permission to the municipality, and under what conditions), 

that could serve as a model for similar projects. In our model, this refers to the REGIA report (in the 

bottom half of Figure 3) that transfers information (also) from regulatory experiments back to (ex officio 

or ad petitionem) legal adjustments that, iteratively, feedback the ‘existing legislation’, which is part of the 

ELS-assessment of a next generation of robot development and uses. 

 

Key substantive choices in the T2R process 

The choice of regulatory strategy, prescription and form following T2R considerations is contingent upon 

many variables. Three variables worth mentioning here are (1) regulatory governance context, (2) interests 

and scale of impacts of robotics, and (3) uncertainty: 

 

(1) As regards the regulatory governance context, regulators should be well aware of the institutional 

environments that lay down the key modes of governance in terms of patterns of coordination of decision-
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making about allowing new robot developments and uses to go-ahead (Heldeweg 2017). Most broadly 

speaking one can distinguish between the modes of: public hierarchy, with government public interest 

command and control over citizens and undertakings being key (e.g. a government ban on certain robots): 

competitive market, with business and consumer private interest exchanges are key (e.g. industrial 

standards for and certification of robots): civil society, with societal networks and their members social 

interest collaboration and sharing (e.g. awareness campaigning pro or con certain robotics applications). 

While there can be dominance of one mode, having a lead role in regulating robotics, such as by 

government regulation, in our neo-liberal age of governance and globalization, it is more likely that all 

three modes of governance are relevant, at different geographical scales, to robot development and use 

(Brownsword and Somsen 2009). 

 

What this implies first of all is that whichever regulator considers regulation, it needs to carefully study 

what regulation already exists, what role other actual and possible (public and private) regulators are 

playing or wish to play. Upon that knowledge conflict may be avoided conflict and perhaps there is even 

scope for complementarity (Abbott and Snidal 2009) – such as when government regulation and industrial 

standards go hand in hand, creating a form of hybrid regulatory governance.20 When an SDR system as 

discussed in the above, would indeed be established, it should be secured that all regulators should provide 

information to this system, while also having access to what is already there; to inform both the R2T 

process of robot impact assessment, and the T2R process of regulatory improvement, upon a regulatory 

impact assessment, with the necessary information on what regulation already exists.  

 

It implies secondly, that regulators need to understand the key characteristics of the regulatees (i.e. 

developers and users of robots, but also interested third parties, particularly on their ‘practical reason’ 

guiding their behaviour and responsiveness to regulation) (Brownsword and Somsen 2009). To involve 

itself as regulator and be successful in regulating will not only depend on the regulator’s prescriptive 

preference with regard to threats and opportunities of robot development and use – to allow and facilitate 

and support, fostering opportunities or, conversely, to restrict and burden, curbing threats. Much will 

depend on whether regulation fits the position of the regulator in the relevant mode of governance; firms 

and businesses, for example, are not in a position to unilaterally bind legally – although factually they may 

be very relevant, as by the industrial (robotics) standards and certificates that they may develop between 

themselves. Further, as said, there needs to be a proper fit between the key behaviour incentive and the 

                                                        
20 As for example in the EU new approach directives that relate to standard setting by private notified bodies: See: 
European Commission, Completing the Internal Market [1985] COM (85) 310 final.. 
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abovementioned practical reason of regulatees. It takes a regulatory strategy that fits both aspects, to bring 

success. Regulatory theory distinguishes between various regulatory strategies in terms of key incentive-

type: information (influence behaviour by knowledge dissemination), community (influence behaviour by 

awareness raising and by personal conviction), competition (influencing behaviour by economic 

incentives), hierarchy (influencing behaviour by command & control), and architecture (influence 

behaviour by technical restrictions – such as designing-in privacy or geofencing in drones) (Murray and 

Scott 2002; Sunstein 1998). We cannot elaborate upon these here, but both the capacity to incentivize, on 

the side of the regulator, and the incentive persuasiveness, to bring regulatees to change their behaviour, 

are aspects that need careful consideration.  

  

(2) As regards the interests and scale of impacts of robotics, a first issue upon at least a basic 

understanding following R2T robot impact assessment, would be the nature of interests involved, both as a 

matter of arguments pro or against the new robot development and use. The perspective and interpretation 

will differ depending the nature of the regulator, following the above typology of modes of governance. A 

government, within public hierarchy, may be expected to take a broad public interest view without neglect 

of private interests. This may be less likely for industrial standard setting and certification bodies, 

although corporate social responsibility or political consumerism may broaden the view.21 If we take the 

broadest view, then we may assume regulators to address the T2R concerns by mapping interests within a 

spectrum from more to less compelling interest arguments pro (i.e. favoured interests; e.g. from lifesaving, 

through socio-economic to recreational) and contra (i.e. vulnerable interests; e.g. from life/safety, through 

privacy to entertainment), often incommensurable, requiring a trade-off and more or less complex 

regulatory tailoring (see next figure). 

 

                                                        
21 Even if those standards are normally guidance and do not establish requirements and, thus, they cannot be 
certified. In this respect, see ISO 26000:2010 on Social Responsibility available at https://www.iso.org/iso-26000-
social-responsibility.html 
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Figure 3 Nature of the Interests Involved Relevant to the Choice of Regulatory Strategy 

 

While this already provides first indicators for T2R regulation, the scale of development and use will call 

for further sophistication of regulatory analysis. Both the process of development (i.e. concept-design- 

experimentation-roll-out), and the actual uses and impacts on interests, should be understood in their 

proper scale in time and place. Broadly speaking this follows from a spectrum from small space & short 

duration to large scale & long duration, with in-between small/long and large/short exposure to impacts by 

robotics. When we contextualize these scales, by simplifying our above three modes of governance to 

coordination and control over activities being either public upon general rules by government, effective 

erga omnes, or private by private actors/organisations, effective inter partes, we find four quadrants with 

scales of impacts of robot development and use, matching with types of either public or private control 

(see next figure). This approach provides regulators with a framework to which to apply their concerns 

over interests (i.e. seriously or mildly compelling to favour or constrain development or use), in what 

seems the relevant scale, while also providing an analytical lens to gain a basic picture of regulations that 

may already exist in various quadrants, upon earlier public or private regulators’ initiatives. 
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Figure 4 Context/Scale of Development Relevant to the Choice of Regulatory Strategy 

 

The mix of interests, regulatory governance contexts, and impact exposure scales, as well as other 

variables not addressed here, such as bureaucratic quality and enforcement practice, underpins the choice 

of regulatory strategy, tuned to balancing opportunities and threats of robot development and use as per 

regulator’s prescriptive preference. As said, the success of pursuing such prescriptive preference will 

depend very much upon the proper choice of regulatory strategy, as alluded to in the above. In conjunction 

with these strategies we point at one regulatory element of choice that should certainly not be overlooked 

and which is well-addressed in the model of Walker Smith (see quadrant below). Walker Smith (2015) has 

conceptualized a useful general categorization of basic regulatory approaches combining two axes. The 

axis of timing of regulatory intervention distinguishes prospective interventions, ex ante to action 

permissions or constraints, from retrospective interventions, ex post to an action taken. The other axis 

relates to our earlier contextual variable of the public or private nature of the regulatory intervention. 

Together this leads to the following four quadrants of regulation: 
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Figure 5 Quadrants of Regulation from B. Walker Smith (2015) 

 

Clearly the choice of regulatory approach will depend firstly on the applicable mode of governance, that 

does or does not empower to or allow for undertaking (certain) public or private regulatory interventions. 

Secondly, it will depend very much on the above concerns regarding regulatory strategies: prescriptive 

objective, regulatee practical reason, and nature and magnitude of expected effects of a specific robotics 

development or use. Thirdly and lastly, it may depend on the measure of certainty that exists with respect 

to the latter effects, and so of the expected benefits and burdens. For example, a lack of trust in regulatees 

(e.g. to ignore constraining rules), and grave concern about vulnerable interests being infringed upon (e.g. 

of humans regarding safety of robot behaviour), and major uncertainty about such detrimental effects, may 

lead to public & prospective regulatory interventions, while the opposite (i.e. high trust and high 

favourable expectations, and certainty) may lead to a retrospective & private approach. Of course there are 

many-many varieties within this spectrum, and with each possible variety a regulator could consider any 

of the four regulatory strategies to any of the four quadrants: 
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Table 2 Quadrants & Strategies of Regulation 

 

The figure shows, with strategies from ‘high-to-low public’ and ‘low-to-high private’ coerciveness, how a 

broad variety of interventions are available to the regulator (Coenen et al. 2018).  

 

Regulators need to consider, as a matter of legislative technique, how they wish to conceptualise 

normative positions, as mentioned in the above section 3, under Legal design: prohibition, command, 

permission and dispensation. The way these shape legal liberty can differ such as that permission can be 

general, with exceptions, but can also be the exception to a general prohibition. We will not elaborate on 

this here. Nor will we elaborate on the choice of form in terms of how a legislator or regulator will address 

(un)desired behaviour by the specification of objects (i.e. types of robots; e.g. industrial, service, 

entertainment), actors (e.g. developer, manufacturer, seller, buyer, owner, user), action/operation (e.g. 
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flying, producing, talking, data-processing, handling traffic), and effects/impacts (e.g. cause liability for 

damage, claim or duty from contract, factual (de)construction) – as legal norm subject, object or condition 

(Heldeweg 2015). Of course the use of such specifications will, with rules of conduct, vary along a 

spectrum of prescriptive detail. On the one hand there are more detailed, rule-based regulation, leaving 

little scope for interpretation or discretion for the regulatee. Take for example technical requirements to 

secure robot safety, scoring high on legal certainty but more likely to constrain technological innovation. 

On the other hand,  more vague, principle-based regulation, such as  the mere requirement of a robot not 

being a threat to human life, bodily integrity and health, which leaves considerable scope for interpretation 

or discretion for the regulatee, to apply in view of new technology, but with less legal certainty. 

 

(3) Finally, as regards (un)certainty, we already alluded to how this may influence the choice for a 

prospective or retrospective regulatory intervention: prospective as ‘safety first’, retrospective when 

‘no/less safety concern’. There is however a broader perspective in terms of how (un)certainty generally 

drives regulators towards certain combinations of prescription (i.e. to what extent is a change in 

spontaneous behaviour required) and coercion (i.e. how forcefully and strictly should a norm be enforced). 

As a rule of thumb, alongside the process that leads from emerging to mature technologies, regulation will 

proceed from soft law (i.e. self-prescribed; coercion as ‘comply or explain’), through co-regulation, 

delegated regulation, to hard law (i.e. with binding force, requiring behaviour adjustment and with strict 

coercion) (Brownsword and Somsen 2009). At early stages of technology development hard law 

regulation may make little sense as impacts are unclear and the risk of overregulation abounds 

(Collingridge 1985). At that point a precautionary step-by-step dialogue on emerging guidelines between 

stakeholders, while sharing information and discussing merits and threats, makes far more sense. In the 

mature stage of technology development, merely applying non-binding guidelines may amount to under-

regulation, unnecessarily allowing leeway for (perverse) self-interest while sufficient knowledge exists 

about risks (both on effects and chance). Opinions about responsible (robot) development and use will 

have meanwhile crystallized, and legal certainty can be effectuated, as well as proper understanding of 

opportunities for technology valorization/commercialization, and returns on investment. Particularly at the 

early stages of technology development it will be a challenge to, independently from the chosen regulatory 

form, provide roboticists with sufficient, perhaps jointly agreed, guidance on what are the key principles 

involved in robot compliance, as well as their meaning in practice (Fosch-Villaronga 2015b). This is 

indeed why principle-based regulation makes most sense at that stage, while rule-based regulation comes 

into the picture only when technology has matured. Even so, as maturity does not rule out incremental 

innovations, it could still be that hybrid regulatory governance (see the above item 1.) reigns through a 
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mix of public law principle-based legislation, and private law, rule-based regulation. The public law rules 

would be hard law as regards coercion/enforcement, but soft on prescription. The private law rules would 

be hard on prescription and could be soft in their coerciveness, as by ‘comply or explain’. However, when 

their coercion would happen through application in the public law context, coercion could indirectly be 

hard on coercion, as by administrative fines. One would expect future EU public law on robotics to take 

such ‘new approach’ form (European Commission 2017). Such future would, to avoid misunderstanding, 

not exclude the parallel existence of non-hybrid legal practice in which private law coercion could also be 

hard, but only if there would be a clear basis in private law relations, such as upon contract or tort law. 

 

Meanwhile we need to keep in mind that there are various types of (un)certainty about technological 

advancement. Regulators may find that aside from certainty in deterministic or probabilistic form, the 

latter as calculable risk, new technologies often come with ‘uncertainty’ of risks (e.g. what is the chance at 

human unemployment due to the introduction of robot workers?), ‘ambiguity’ of impacts (e.g. will 

humans accept the introduction of humanoid robots?) or ‘ignorance’ as combination of both uncertainty 

and ambiguity (e.g. will AI robots ‘take over’ and if so how so, when and why?). The precautionary 

principle is relevant to answer to these latter three, navigating between under- and over-regulation, 

choosing the proper procedure of impact assessment and regulation. Stirling has analysed this variety in 

types of (un)certainty, and matching responses to them, primarily in terms of preparatory work towards 

properly addressing uncertainties (Stirling 2008) – see next figure below.  

 

 

Figure 6 Correlation between Probabilities and Outcomes from Stirling (2008) 
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It seems advised that regulators faced with uncertainties shape their regulatory decision-making after this 

typology, such as in considering their institutional responsibilities and capabilities, weighing interests and 

involving stakeholders. Further, in taking decisions they should ensure that these account for the 

applicable types and margins of uncertainty, such as in choice of strategy within the context of a 

prospective or retrospective, or public or private regulatory approach. It almost goes without saying that 

issues of uncertainty should be clearly addressed both in the R2T perspective, as part of the report on 

expected impacts of a new robot development, as well as in within REGIA upon T2R legislative proposals 

(Kirkpatrick and Parker 2007).  

 

Key messages (4.3 – T2R & R2T) 

• A functionality of shared data repositories to exchange information R2T/ROBIA - T2R/REGIA is 

proposed, as backbone to a possible co-evolution of robot development and regulatory adaptation 

– such as in experimental settings 

• Key substantive choices in the T2R process, structuring T2R regulatory response upon R2T 

events concern:  
o regulatory governance context: e.g. state, market and civil society; regulator and regulatee 

characteristics; fitting regulatory strategies 
o interests and scales of impacts of robotics: e.g. favoured interest/arguments pro innovation 

and vulnerable interest/arguments contra innovation; seriously or mildly compelling interests 

either way; small v large and short v long term impacts; public v private control; prospective 

v retrospective interventions 
o uncertainty: (relative to uncertainties in different stages of development) various 

combinations of prescription (principle v rule-based) and coercion (hard v soft enforcement) 

apply; types of uncertainty (e.g. on chance on effects) lead to different responses. 
 

Overarching key messages (section 4) 

• The presented iterative regulatory governance process is summarized: 

o The model starts with a new technological development, from the first idea to create a 

type of robot 

o The characteristics of the robot are assessed in legal terms via a Robot Impact Assessment 

o A go/no go decision can be reached at this staged 
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o Depending on the assessment, the regulation can be changed to accommodate new 

technologies 

o The impacts of such regulatory changes will have to be considered 

• We support the idea to use accountability tools as data generators for policy purposes: 

o Robot developers may develop a Robot (multi-)impact assessment 

o The data generated from the Robot (multi-)impact assessment can be gathered in a shared 

data repository 

o This data can be used for future evidence-based policy making 

 

 

5. Regulation and robotics meeting halfway: experimentation 

 

Depending on the degree of uncertainty and ambiguity, given the complexity of (applied) robotics 

development and use,22 there are initiatives that promote the use of a risk analysis according to the 

precautionary principle, that is, to be “prudent […] of response in the face of uncertainty (Orwin et al. 

2004).” In the same line, the European Parliament encouraged the designers to analyse the predictability 

of a human-robot system by considering uncertainty in interpretation and action, and possible robotic or 

human failure. In addition, the EP also supported the idea that, when it is impossible to eliminate a risk 

and when the risk of harm was greater than the risks encountered in ordinary life, the precautionary and 

the proportional principles should apply (Civil Law Rules on Robotics 2017). 

  

From a precautionary perspective, one can envisage that experimental settings amplify the need for proper 

balancing between vulnerable and favoured interests, probably with a focus on seriously compelling 

interests. For example, for the sake of experimentation that may yield societal benefit, such as a drone to 

deliver medical aid, the mildly compelling vulnerable interests, of disturbance of privacy, may perhaps be 

ignored. As this may present problematic trade-offs, as in high risk, either as uncertain risk or ambiguity, 

to say nothing of ignorance, the scale and context of the experiment may well become quite important. 

 

                                                        
22 Two remarks: 1. we leave out ‘ignorance’, because in general this aspect lies beyond the scope of specified 
robotics development and use; 2. we added ‘complexity’, as this relates to the fact that some risks may be known in 
general terms, but assessments need to address impacts up to the detailed specificity of robot-, context- and use-
characteristics, such as of a care robot for autistic children in outdoor circumstances. 
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Figure 7 Upscalation of the iterative process depending on risk and context. 

 

When seriously compelling vulnerable interests (e.g. protection of life, bodily integrity, equality, privacy 

and dignity) are at a high(er) risk of harm, it becomes more important to secure that an experiment is well-

confined in terms of scale (i.e. small geographical scale; short duration), context (i.e. public rather than 

private control) and approach (i.e. prospective rather than retrospective provisions; although with 

experiments the scope for prospective requirements will usually be rather limited). In this respect the 

example of experimenting with drones is one that may well follow a trajectory, which starts with 

experimenting in silico (i.e. in computer simulation only), in vitro (i.e. in a lab-setting), to in vivo (i.e. 

‘outdoors’) performance of experiments. Upscaling happens only upon consecutive positive evaluations; 

from an airbase, to a university campus or industrial zone, to a municipal district, a municipality, etc., until 

enough information and certainty exists to decide on whether or not to fully upscale to a nationwide level. 

At the early stages, in confined settings, the testing will focus mostly on safety, to later add testing on 

other concerns, such as privacy and dignity/chilling effects, at the larger scale. This picture applies, 

broadly speaking, also to other types of robotics, and perhaps to other technologies in general. It is likely 

to also apply in case of experimenting with new modes of governance and of regulation, whether or not 

simultaneously with robot technology development and use experiments, such as in testing drones, where 

each next experimental step leads to specification of regulations relevant to different interests. 

 

When indeed a T2R change in legal liberty space is deemed desirable, upon the promise of new robotics 

technologies and uses, given that the related R2T robot impact assessment has presented 

legislative/regulatory obstacles, or is likely to do so, then available legal powers, following the available 
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legal ability space, have to be applied to make this change happen. Then again, aside from seriously 

compelling promises upon favoured interests, there may be equally seriously compelling threats about 

vulnerable interests, and uncertainty, in one of three previously mentioned forms. Such state of affairs 

may trigger a call for experimentation about such threats (and promises). A call, both from a technology 

perspective within the R2T stage, to check and perhaps adjust technical functionality, and from a 

regulatory perspective within the T2R stage, to see what type of regulatory responses is best suited to 

achieve a balanced liberty space as regards promises and threats of the new robotics technology (use). In 

such case the experimental references in the R2T and T2R phases if our Figure 3 would actually happen 

simultaneously. The closer the connections between developers, manufacturers, users, and regulators in 

the robot innovation ecosystem, the greater the chance at such shortcuts, and indeed chances of avoiding a 

regulatory disconnect. 

 

The coming together of R2T and T2R experimentation would of course happen only if the regulator finds 

that the technological innovation is sufficiently significant in its societal promise to reconsider the existing 

liberty space – while of course the developer will only undertake experimentation if the concept seems 

interesting from a research curiosity or commercial interest point of view. And so it may be that the two 

do not connect resulting in R2T robot technology experiments without simultaneous T2R robot-regulation 

experiments. That is not necessarily to point at a regulatory disconnect. R2T robot experiments could 

simply take place within the existing standard liberty space, especially when this is defined mostly in 

terms of principle-based rules – being particularly ‘future proof.’ It could also involve the use of 

exceptional liberty space permission by derogation, on an ad hoc basis, pre-existing future proof 

regulatory arrangements designed as an escape from prohibitive standard rule-based regulations; for 

example to accommodate experiments with robots performing medical treatments that normally only some 

human medical doctors are allowed to perform. As regards T2R robot regulation experimentation, this 

could be undertaken as an ad hoc legal event, when upon some general legislative or regulatory power a 

special temporary arrangement is created towards experimenting with regulation of some specific new 

robotic use. It could equally be a structural legislative arrangement to upon certain conditions undertake 

such regulatory experiments – for example, to experiment with regulatory strategies, prospective v. 

retrospective, or rule- vs. principle-based regulation of commercial neighbourhood robotic surveillance 

systems (Heldeweg 2015). Information generated by experimentation either side, R2T and T2R, can be 

reciprocally informative, certainly when both happen simultaneously. Should they take place 

consecutively, mostly ex ante R2T and T2R ex post, then either experiment should be able to build upon 

the information that is in the SDR database, and of course findings of either experiment should be added 
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to the SDR. In terms of our robot innovation ecosystem, this means that the iterative regulatory 

governance model encompasses experimental undertakings at either side, R2T and T2R, each with their 

own impact assessments, ROBIA and REGIA, each with their own data exchanges with the SDR system, 

but also with an overarching connection between R2T and T2R events. The latter could happen 

simultaneously, if experiments are designed to coincide, or sequentially, with ex ante robot innovation and 

ex post regulatory innovation, with a connecting SDR system to synchronise and support ecosystem 

knowledge and information sharing.  

 

 
Figure 8 Relating R2T and T2R experimentation feeding (upon) SDR 

 

Regulatory T2R experimentation is a possible ‘revolutionary’ stage within the standard process of 

legislative or regulatory evolution. Its undertaking seems opportune only when there are truly pressing 

societal concerns, as a promise or threat to be answered to, and when legislative or regulatory reform is 

deemed necessary to answer to these concerns, while the impacts of such reform are riddled with uncertain 

risks. Those risks could be a matter of effectiveness/efficiency and/or of legitimacy of new rules, but at the 

same time could be a matter in terms of Stirling’s uncertainty and ambiguity. How, for example, would 

attributing legal (electronic) personality to certain robot-types work out in terms of handling liability, 

contracting, but also in respect of conceptualising dignity of robotics, with matching legal immunity 

(Johnson 2015)?23 Similar to experimentation in the technology domain, experimentation amounts to 

                                                        
23 In this respect, see the Open Letter against the ascription of electronic personality to robots and artificial 
intelligence lead by Prof. Dr. Nathalie Nevejans, available at http://www.robotics-openletter.eu 
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gathering information on the basis of comparison between designs. In the legal context this can take 

various forms. The most important are (Du and Heldeweg 2018): 

  

- experimenting by derogation, or learning by exceptional variance – an experimental setting is created 

by allowing derogation, for regulating an exceptional set of cases, from existing rules. For example, 

allowing a temporary and localized exception to constraints regarding collecting and processing 

personal data by robots. 

- experimenting by devolution, or learning by parallel variance – an experimental setting is created by 

devolution of powers, for regulating one or more specified sets of cases, each case simultaneously 

presenting a different regulatory solution to the same policy problem (if only one; then compared to 

existing rules). For example, an EU scheme for care robotics testing practices in member state living 

labs across the EU. 

- experimenting by iteration, or learning by longitudinal variance – an experimental setting is created by 

the open texture of prescribed conduct (e.g. principle- rather than rule-based), which allows for 

consecutive activities under and rulings on the interpretation of that rule, so learning happens by 

comparing punctated instances of rule application. For example, a national scheme for experimenting 

with tailored community systems under a general permissive requirement of ‘effective, proportional 

and fair’ deployment of and interventions by security robots.  

 

It is crucial that in each variety there is indeed a truly experimental framework involving institutional 

conditions created to ensure evidence-based verifiable knowledge. In that sense experimenting by 

derogation differs from an ordinary permit system whereby there is tailoring of standard rules to 

individual case, as experimentation is about improving on the standard rules. Similarly experimenting by 

devolution differs from devolution as a mere matter of allowing decentralised political autonomy or 

discretion; experimenting by devolution is about acquiring overarching insight, which may or may not 

subsequently lead to future political devolution. Finally, experimenting by iteration differs from a 

structural state of future proof legislation/regulation that allows for a continuous process of 

experimentation, as the experiment comes with conditions that question if the existing rules should be 

fundamentally improved upon (Heldeweg 2015). 

 

While we present this threefold distinction, hybrids are not impossible. One important hybrid is that which 

combines experimenting by derogation with experimenting by devolution. Future EU legislation on drones 

may well allow for member state regimes, which allows experimenting by derogation – in drone test 
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zones. If there is indeed an EU broad institutional framework to allow structured execution of these 

experiments and feedbacks to compare outcomes nationally but also at EU level, then there is a prospect 

of shared experimental learning – ideally involving an SDR facility.24 

  

Finally, T2R regulatory experimentation is only one out of several ways in which regulation can support 

technological advancement, such as through robotics development and use. This support could also be 

provided more generally, as a matter of fostering technological progress as such, beyond robotics. All of 

these are varieties of forms of how legislation and regulation influence technological progress, as shown 

in the below scheme: 

 

 
 

Figure 9 Types of regulatory experimentation 

 

The arrows represent the following relationships of regulation influencing technology: 

  

- arrow 1: represents a permanent type of existing regulation, regulating some (newly) existing type 

of technology use (e.g. on required certification of care-robots); 

- arrow 2: represents a permanent type of existing regulation, regulating some (newly) existing type 

of technology development (e.g. on subsidies for robotics R&D); 

- arrow 3: represents a permanent type of existing regulation, regulating some (existing or new) 

type of technology experimentation (e.g. allowing a regulator to create derogations to allow drone 

testing); 

                                                        
24 This could work by expanding on the testing zone regime of the EASA UAS proposal op. cit. 
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- arrow 4: represents an experimental type of regulation, trying out a new type of regulation 

regarding some (existing or new) type of technology experimentation (e.g. temporarily allowing a 

regulator to create derogations concerning medical care by robots); 

- arrow 5: represents an experimental type of regulation, regulating some (newly) existing type of 

technology development (e.g. trying out a new subsidy arrangement for robotics R&D); 

- arrow 6: represents an experimental type of existing regulation, regulating some (newly) existing 

type of technology use (e.g. trying out a meta-regulatory scheme for private certification of care-

robots). 

 

As regards experimental types of regulation (arrows 4-6), of course the incidence of experimental 

regulation about technological experimentation (i.e. arrow 4) presents the greatest challenge as it concerns 

a multiplication of regulatory and technological uncertainties. A co-regulatory approach may be called for 

in the design of the regulatory experiment and the technological experiment respectively. 

 

Experiments, regulatory and/or technological, may in themselves come with risks as they move beyond 

standard practice with known consequences: experiments are about risk taking, to overcome grave 

uncertainties and ambiguities. Such experimental risks could, when things unexpectedly do go wrong, 

gravely impact on seriously compelling vulnerable interests, of life, health, privacy and dignity. If autistic 

children are maltreated in a care robot experiment then this presents a major concern, even if these 

children or their carers/parents agreed to the experiment. Seeing a drone crash into a student home on a 

university campus that is also a testing zone is a similar concern, certainly if the students were not asked 

whether they agreed with the experiment. Experiments should take place in a zone where the 

precautionary principle should apply: while they are about risk taking, this is not to say that experiments 

are a ‘free to go’. Connected to this there is also the issue of distributive justice: who are the victims when 

things go wrong, but equally, who stands to benefit when the experiment is a success – following, for 

example, the choice of private robot developers that can participate in the experiment. In other words, 

constitutional principles and values, such as safety, equality, proportionality, and transparency, must be 

taken into account in deciding to allow experimentation and factored into the design of the experiment 

itself. Given the uncertainties on what the robotic revolution will bring, it is essential that both 

technological and regulatory experiments in this field are carefully considered well in advance and 

together with relevant stakeholders. 

 

Key messages 
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• Depending on the degree of uncertainty and ambiguity given the complexity of robotics 

development, use and associated risks, a precautionary approach should be followed 

• The iterative process may be upscaled proportionally depending on risk and context 

• Regulatory experimentation can be by derogation, or learning by exceptional variance; by 

devolution, or learning by parallel variance, by iteration or by hybrid approaches 

 

6. Conclusions 
 

In the EU context, evaluation is defined as a critical evidence-based judgment of the extent to which an 

intervention has been effective and efficient, relevant given the needs and its objectives, coherent both 

internally and with other EU policy interventions and EU added-value has been achieved.25 The EC 

remarks that it is not a mere assessment of what has happened but that it also considered why something 

occurred and how much has changed as a consequence. In our model we chose the wording “regulatory 

impact assessment” (REGIA) because although the word evaluation includes more of a final judgment call 

(more naturally ex post) there is no semantic reason for choosing the word assessment or evaluation, and 

our belief is that the regulatory cycle is truly closed when it starts – or allows to be started – again upon 

new challenges/technologies, thus, under the idea of a continuum. 

  

Of the entire policy appraisal research that has been done so far – including literature review of the design, 

performance and politics of the appraisal – our model focuses on the ‘learning and evidence utilization’ 

side of it (Adelle et al. 2012; Mastenbroek et al. 2016). This part of the literature searches for evidence 

that the assessment has led to policy change via processes of learning from either an instrumental 

approach – basically when the knowledge informs directly concrete decisions – or from a conceptual one 

– a more soft-power approach, meaning that new information, ideas, and perspectives influence 

policymakers and, thus, little by little the policy system (Hertin et al. 2009). 

   

Similar to Owens et al. (2004), we believe that not only is it the most constructive way to tailor different 

forms of assessment to specific problems and situations because every robot is different and will require 

different appraisals, but that the research and practice need to proceed in parallel so that it actually works 

                                                        
25 Commission Staff Working Document (2015) Better Regulation Guidelines. Available at: ec.europa.eu/smart-
regulation/guidelines/docs/swd_br_guidelines_en.pdf. See also Communication from the EC to the European 
Parliament, Council, EESC, and COREPER (2013) Strengthening the foundations of Smart Regulation – improving 
evaluation. Available at: ec.europa.eu/smart-regulation/docs/com_2013_686_en.pdf 
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(and, thus, evidence can be found more easily) (Adelle et al. 2012). Hence, in the light of a new robot 

development or use, and after having assessed all the impacts (and incorporated the findings into the robot 

itself), it would be important to also compile all the R2T uncovered barriers and constraints that do not 

allow the roboticists to proceed with their creation, so that the regulator can T2R act upon (e.g. strategy e. 

of the regulator in response to strategy c. of the roboticist – negotiating about legislative/regulatory 

adjustment) supported by information provided by an SDR. 

  

At the beginning, this will be time consuming, as the policy supporting SDR system is completely new. 

We believe, nonetheless, that, over time, all the little first steps can become precedents for future 

developments and a stronger robot innovation ecosystem. 

 
Strengthening this ecosystem, with shared benefits to technological and regulatory development, is why 

we presented an iterative regulatory process for robot regulatory governance. We proposed a stepback 

mechanism crucial to help align robot and regulatory development. The process starts with an R2T 

assessment of whether the robot (use) is compliant with the current regulatory system. The Robot Impact 

Assessment is a methodology that helps identify and mitigate ethical, legal and societal risks, but also to 

identify regulation that applies to the case. Simulators, test beds or living labs can help generate data to be 

used for the assessment of these risks. If the robot is within the liberty space and there are no major 

constraints, the process can be documented and stored in the SDR data repository that can serve as a basis 

for future policy instruments – lessons learned, guidelines, etc. This is a regulatory initiative that uses 

accountability tools as data generators for policymaking purposes.  

 

If there are constraints, the developer can also establish a conversation with the relevant policymakers 

about possibilities for changing the law. The policymaker can choose different regulatory strategies, which 

is contingent upon many variables, including uncertainty, the nature of interest or the context or scale of 

the development of use. If the regulator has decided to develop, T2R, a new regulation, the regulatory may 

decide on regulatory experimentation first, choosing between derogation, devolution or iteration. Focusing 

on learning and evidence utilization, an ex post legislative evaluation mechanism ‘closes’ the combined 

top-down/bottom-up model by leaving the door open for future modifications.26 

 

                                                        
26 This, of course, is an example of the (ad petitionem) pro innovatio scenario. Other scenarios as described in 
sections 4.2 and 4.3 paint a similar ‘closing’, albeit not always pro innovatio. 
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This stepback process is not contrary to on-going proposals at the European (Civil Law Rules on Robotics 

2017) and International (Calo 2014) level regarding the creation of an agency that governs the correct 

development and use of robot and AI technologies. Instead, this process could play well as the new modus 

operandi of such agency, as a new way to orchestrate the Robot Impact Assessment methodology with the 

SDR, and the subsequent integration of different stakeholders’ inputs at various stages of the 

policymaking process to foster greater, more meaningful and applicable policies.  
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